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Executive Summary
Whilst devastating, the recent Australian bushfires provide an opportunity to come to terms with both 
the legacies of colonisation and the unfolding climate emergency in ways that empower bottom up 
householder and community level resilience. 

Fire is an intrinsic part of the Australian landscape. It has become more destructive since European 
colonisation, and over recent decades, we have experienced even greater destruction due to 
accelerating climate change and changes in land use. Australia could, and should, be leading the world 
in transitioning to a renewable energy base to reduce the root cause of the crisis.

Australian landscapes were once subject to the oldest continual land management practices through 
indigenous cultural burning practices; stopping these practices has left us with denser, fire-vulnerable 
forests. Traditional landuses of grazing and forestry that contributed to prevention and control of 
bushfires have declined across large areas of the country and been replaced by residential, recreational 
and conservation uses in recent decades that increase our vulnerability to bushfire. 

Australia arguably has the best fire-fighting capacity in the world. However fuel reduction burning is 
currently the default land management tool in reducing fire danger. This is effective in some cases, 
but not in catastrophic bushfires. The season for safe fuel reduction burning is contracting. Further, 
burning can lead to lower-nutrient, drier soils with more fire-prone vegetation. 

A strategic focus on the urban/bushland interface and rural residential areas where bushfires create the 
greatest economic and social havoc demands a much broader suit of land management practices than 
increasing already problematic fuel reduction burning:

s¬ !¬RETURN¬TO¬INDIGENOUS¬CULTURAL¬BURNING¬PRACTICES�¬WHERE¬CANOPY¬AND¬SOIL¬ORGANIC¬MATTER¬ARE¬
left intact.

s¬ 'REATER¬USE¬OF¬GRAZING¬ANIMALS¬COMBINED¬WITH¬FARMING¬SYSTEMS¬THAT¬USE¬NATIVE¬PASTURE¬SPECIES�¬
fire-retardant shelterbelts and silvopasture systems to build soil water- and nutrient-holding 
capacity 

s¬ -ANAGING¬FUELS¬WITH¬CHIPPERS�¬SLASHERS¬AND¬GROOMERS¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬LIVESTOCK¬TRAMPLING�¬
s¬ !¬GREATER¬FOCUS¬ON¬FUEL¬REDUCTION¬THROUGH¬DECOMPOSITION�¬RESEARCH¬IS¬NEEDED¬ON¬THE¬ROLE¬OF¬

microbes in speeding decomposition, and the effects of lost soil calcium.
s¬ 2EHYDRATION¬OF¬LANDSCAPES�¬USING¬.ATURAL¬3EQUENCE¬&ARMING¬AND¬+EYLINE¬TECHNIQUES�¬

especially along water courses receiving urban storm water. 
s¬ 0ROTECTING¬AND¬MANAGING¬DENSE¬AREAS¬OF¬lRERETARDANT¬@NOVEL¬ECOSYSTEMS�¬NEAR¬TOWNS¬AND¬

urban fringes, including non-native species such as willow. 
s¬ 4HE¬ECOLOGICALLY¬SENSITIVE¬THINNING¬OF¬FORESTS�¬UTILISING¬THE¬RESULTANT¬BIOMASS¬CAN¬ALSO¬REDUCE¬

our fossil fuel dependence through:
- Carbon neutral Combined Heat and Power systems to generate dispatchable power at 

multiple scales, especially local scale.
¬ !S¬BIOCHAR¬n¬A¬SOIL¬AMENDMENT¬PROVIDING¬LONGTERM¬CARBON¬SEQUESTRATION�¬AND¬IMPROVING¬

soil water- and nutrient-holding capacity and microbial activity. 

-OST¬OF¬THESE¬STRATEGIES¬ARE¬MORE¬LABOURINTENSIVE¬THAN¬INDUSTRIALSCALE¬CLEARING¬OR¬FUELREDUCTION¬
burning so are less appealing to government decision makers but have potential to reform and 
reenergise community-based activity with government support.

While all these strategies have their proponents and opponents, thinning our forests to reduce fire 
risk and provide carbon neutral, dispatchable, renewable energy to accelerate the shift to a 100% 
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renewable power grid is by far the most controversial. This idea is seen by most conservationists 
as inviting another massive degradation of our forests in the pursuit of business as usual. Building 
confidence that we can manage forests for our own safety and immediate needs while we protect 
OUR¬BIODIVERSITY�¬DRAWDOWN¬CARBON¬AND¬KICK¬THE¬FOSSIL¬FUEL¬HABIT¬IS¬A¬CULTURAL¬CHALLENGE¬THAT¬REQUIRES¬
leadership by environmentalists who understand how the legal fiction of “terra nullius” has distorted 
the conservation paradigm.

Whatever the hope for adaptive top down responses, households and communities need to become 
more self- and collectively-reliant as the capacity of centralised systems to manage escalating crises 
through command and control strategies declines. Community involvement is critical in managing local 
landscapes for reduced fire threat, especially in the urban/bushland interface. Flow-on benefits include 
community engagement, empowerment and resilience, and reduced costs to taxpayers. We need a 
reform of local laws to allow for small-scale community actions to be undertaken with minimal red tape. 

At a household level, a well thought-out and practiced fire plan, and retrofits to buildings and outdoor 
spaces, allows for staying and defending a property as part of a resilient lifestyle that reduces the load 
on authorities managing mass evacuations. 

This vision could bridge an increasingly polarised debate: empowering those on the libertarian right 
to manage land for the better; offering the green left a viable alternative for local power generation, 
BYPASSING¬INTERNATIONAL¬CORPORATIONS�¬AND¬PROVIDING¬THE¬@SENSIBLE¬CENTRE�¬A¬COMMON¬SENSE¬WAY¬FORWARD¬
to allow us to finally be at home in this land.

Introduction
This piece was written in response to the recent devastating Australian bushfires. It highlights win-
win opportunities where fire risk reduction measures can also reduce carbon emissions, and build 
community resilience. 

It builds on my earlier work on bushfires including:

s¬ @"USHlRE¬2ESILIENT¬#OMMUNITIES¬AND¬,ANDSCAPES�¬A¬DISCUSSION¬PAPER¬FOR¬$AYLESFORD¬AND¬
(EPBURN¬TOWNSHIPS�¬�����	¬WHICH¬FOCUSES¬ON¬MY¬LOCAL¬REGION�¬AND¬THE¬STRATEGIES¬THAT¬CAN¬BE¬
undertaken at a local and township level, available here.

s¬ @2EmECTIONS¬ON¬lRE¬n¬&EBRUARY¬�����¬WRITTEN¬AFTER¬THE¬lRST¬DIRECT¬lRE¬THREAT¬TO¬OUR¬HOME�¬
-ELLIODORA�

•	 The	Flywire	House:	a	case	study	in	design	against	bushfire	����������	�¬FOCUSING¬ON¬
appropriate building design.

s¬ 4WO¬CHAPTERS¬IN¬MY¬BOOK¬RetroSuburbia:	the	downshifter’s	guide	to	a	resilient	future on 
@2ETROlTTING¬FOR¬BUSHlRE¬DEFENCE�¬AND¬@(OUSEHOLD¬DISASTER¬PLANNING�¬WHICH¬ARE¬NOW¬ALSO¬
available as a pdf download here. 

Of course, my work on bushfire resilient design and land management is an integral part of 
permaculture, a system of regenerative landuse and living based on ethics and design principles that 
can be applied across many domains of action.1  I have arranged many of the sections in this piece 
around restatements of the 12 permaculture design principles to illustrate the systemic thinking that 
INFORMS¬THIS¬VISION�¬)N¬THE¬INTERESTS¬OF¬GETTING¬THIS¬WORK¬INTO¬THE¬PUBLIC¬SPHERE¬AS¬QUICKLY¬AS¬POSSIBLE�¬)¬
have mostly used non-academic references.2

1 Articulated in Holmgren Permaculture:	Principles	and	pathways	beyond	sustainability¬�����	�¬SEE¬ALSO¬
permacultureprinciples.com 

2 Refences such as the news articles from reputable journalists often have the further benefit of providing further links to 
relevant research. 

https://holmgren.com.au/bushfire-resilience/
https://holmgren.com.au/reflections-on-fire-february-2019/
https://holmgren.com.au/downloads/RetroSuburbia_Bushfire_Resilience_Extract.pdf
https://store.holmgren.com.au/product/principles-and-pathways/
https://permacultureprinciples.com/
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 Creatively use and respond to change
The national drought and bushfire crisis exposes our increasing vulnerability to natural disasters in 
Australian land management, economy and society. This demands novel responses, visionary leadership 
and collective commitments not seen in our nation since WWII. The tension between the need for 
immediate responses to the crises of drought and bushfire, and the need for longer-term planning to 
address the underlying drivers has had the effect of paralysing policy. 

Our climate and landscape scientists provide the best available advice on the threats, but are less 
capable in creating solutions. Our farmers have a reputation for innovation and adaption, but are 
severely constrained by bank finance and global markets. Our volunteer and professional emergency 
services are amongst the best in the world, but have been stretched to breaking point. 

/N¬THE¬OTHER¬HAND�¬THE¬INTENSITY¬OF¬THIS¬CRISIS¬PROVIDES¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬OPPORTUNITIES�¬-OST¬IMMEDIATELY�¬
the highest level of response demanded of our emergency services has provided experience that 
previously would have only been seen once in a lifetime. 

Crises also provide opportunities for creative responses that were previously dismissed as too radical, 
expensive or unproven to be considered. Further, this crisis has helped foster wider appreciation 
for the need to fund research to better understand novel factors and evaluate a greater diversity of 
strategies. Perhaps most importantly, the sense of solidarity that natural disasters generate increases 
social capital for collective sacrifices to address both the short term-and long-term issues.

It is clear that established interests and entrenched ideological positions of many institutions and 
groups will be challenged, changed and overturned by the intensity of the crisis. 

While the temptation for “we told you so” moments is obvious, there is also a need for humility all 
round in accepting uncertainty and risk.

Drivers of bushfire 
Stepping back from the current crisis, most experts on bushfire recognise several deeply entrenched 
DRIVERS¬THAT¬CANNOT¬BE¬EASILY¬SOLVED�¬-Y¬SUMMARY¬OF¬THESE¬DRIVERS¬IS�

s¬ PREHISTORIC¬COEVOLUTION¬OF¬!USTRALIAN¬PLANTS�¬ANIMALS¬AND¬LANDSCAPES¬ADAPTED¬TO¬lRE
s¬ THE¬LOSS¬OF¬ANCIENT¬AND¬PERSISTENT¬MANAGEMENT¬OF¬lRE¬AND¬LANDSCAPES¬BY¬INDIGENOUS¬PEOPLES
s¬ COMPLEX¬DISRUPTION¬AND¬DISTURBANCE¬OF¬THESE¬ECOLOGICAL¬AND¬CULTURAL¬BALANCES¬IN¬THE¬LAST¬���¬

years, including dehydration of landscapes through stream course erosion and degradation
s¬ LOSS¬OF¬POPULATION¬FROM¬FARMING¬COMMUNITIES¬REDUCING¬PERSONPOWER¬TO¬MANAGE¬LAND¬AND¬

respond to bushfire
s¬ DECLINING¬USE¬AND¬MANAGEMENT¬OF¬LOCAL¬GRASSLAND¬AND¬FOREST¬BIOMASS¬OVER¬THE¬LAST¬��¬YEARS¬

with expansion of national parks and reserves, revegetation of the suburban rural interface, 
expanding rural residential development, and tree-change and sea-change lifestyles and eco-
tourism in natural environments

s¬ CLIMATE¬CHANGE¬TO¬GENERALLY¬LESS¬RAIN¬AND¬MORE¬ERRATIC¬RAINFALL¬PATTERNS�¬HIGHER¬EVAPORATION¬
RATES�¬LONGER¬AND¬MORE¬FREQUENT¬DROUGHTS�¬INCREASINGLY¬ENERGETIC¬WEATHER¬SYSTEMS¬WITH¬HARDER¬
to predict patterns, and greater incidence of lightning strikes.

While most of these factors provide context, or potential for policy intervention and community action 
over time, over the last two decades the debate has mostly been simplified down to needing to reduce 
biomass fuelling the bushfires versus the effects of climate change. We need to have more nuanced 
conversations about the issues.
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 Design from patterns to details to address  
  the climate emergency
For many Australians who accept and understand the climate science consensus, this looks alarmingly 
like one of those tipping points where positive feedback loops in the global system tip us into the 
climate cooker, with or without a fossil fuel powered economy to drive the process. While less 
frightening in scale and intensity than the accelerating methane release from arctic warming,3 the 
potential of more bushfires leading to more greenhouse gas emissions leading to more climate change 
is a conclusion that is hard to escape. Fire historian Stephen Pyne speaks of us entering the Pyrocene 
rather than the Anthropocene geological era.4

-OST¬CLIMATE¬MODELLING¬ASSUMES¬THAT¬REGROWTH¬AFTER¬BUSHlRES¬WILL¬SEQUESTER¬ROUGHLY¬THE¬SAME¬AMOUNT¬
of carbon dioxide as was released in bushfires, but this seems wishful thinking to me. As an example, 
THE¬BOXIRONBARK¬FORESTS¬OF¬THE¬INLAND¬SLOPES¬OF¬THE¬-URRAY¬$ARLING¬BASIN¬SEQUESTER¬FAR¬LESS¬CARBON¬THAN¬
THOSE¬OF¬THE¬'REAT¬$IVIDING¬2ANGE�¬/NGOING¬lRES¬AND¬CLIMATE¬CHANGE¬DRIVEN¬DROUGHT¬WILL¬MOVE¬PLACES¬
ON¬THE¬$IVIDE¬SUCH¬AS¬$AYLESFORD¬�WHERE¬)¬LIVE	¬TOWARDS¬THE¬CONDITIONS¬IN¬AREAS¬SUCH¬AS¬"ENDIGO¬�ON¬
THE¬EDGE¬OF¬THE¬SEMIARID¬ZONE	¬RESULTING¬IN¬A¬SUBSTANTIAL¬NET¬RELEASE¬OF¬CARBON¬DIOXIDE�¬

We may be condemned to accelerating cyclical burning of the wetter, forested and inhabited parts of 
our continent for as many decades as it takes to permanently change landscapes and soils so they no 
longer grow the biomass that sustains such intense fires. 

For many people with a life-long commitment to nature conservation, the grief from these 
realisations is intense. For the large numbers who have faced terror on the fire line, defending their 
homes or sheltering helplessly without knowing if their homes and animals are gone, their anger is 
UNDERSTANDABLE�¬4HE¬PAST¬PATTERN¬OF¬VICTIMS�¬ANGER¬BEING¬FOCUSED¬ON¬PROXIMATE¬CAUSES¬HAS¬SHIFTED�¬
This time, there is palpable anger directed towards fossil fuel corporations who have managed to 
stall effective action to radically reduce carbon emissions, and governments who have dishonestly hid 
behind plans or mantras about doing our bit.

After decades of restraint by scientists and policy experts in drawing a direct link between climate 
change and specific natural disasters, the gloves are now off. Threats against scientists and public 
servants who speak out are no longer working. The public credibility of government claims that 
!USTRALIA¬IS¬PLAYING¬ITS¬PART¬IN¬REDUCING¬'('¬EMISSIONS¬IS¬IN¬TATTERS�¬4HE¬CRISIS¬HAS¬CONlRMED¬
ASSESSMENTS¬SUGGESTING¬THAT¬!USTRALIA¬IS¬ONE¬OF¬THE¬MOST¬VULNERABLE¬/%#$¬�DEVELOPED	¬COUNTRIES¬
to climate change, while we rank alongside Norway and New Zealand as one of the nations with the 
greatest potential to respond to climate change5

)N¬THIS¬CONTEXT�¬WHY¬AREN�T¬WE¬LEADING¬THE¬WORLD¬IN¬THE¬RAPID¬TRANSITION¬TO¬A¬RENEWABLE¬ENERGY¬BASE�¬
especially as our national resources are so great relative to our population?

�¬ !HMED�¬.¬�����	¬hSeven facts you need to know about the Arctic methane timebomb” The	Guardian
4  See “The Pyrocene” on his website stephenpyne.com
�¬ ¬,ATIMER�¬#¬�����	¬hAustralia one of the countries most exposed to climate change, bank warns” Sydney Morning Herald

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-insight/2013/aug/05/7-facts-need-to-know-arctic-methane-time-bomb
http://www.stephenpyne.com/disc.htm
http://www.stephenpyne.com/
https://www.smh.com.au/environment/climate-change/australia-one-of-the-countries-most-exposed-to-climate-change-bank-warns-20180322-p4z5n8.html
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 Produce no waste with 100% renewable energy
Of course the answer lies in the huge part of our wealth that currently comes from exporting coal and 
gas, which has been increasing for decades. We are one of the fossil fuel superpowers of the world, at 
least per head of population.6 The reluctance of governments, both Liberal and Labour, to ignore the 
fossil fuel lobby and lead the world in a renewable energy revolution is not just fuelled by ideological 
scepticism about climate science. Economic and social factors are also drivers. For example, claims 
by gas fracking supporters that bans on exploration and development will lead to rising gas prices 
raise concerns about consumer backlash. Further, claims that these prices will see the collapse of 
food processing industries in this country scare regional politicians who understand that value-added 
processing using cheap energy is one of the few options for maintaining regional economies hit hard by 
climate change. 

While the reality of the solar and wind rollout in Australia has already been impressive, despite the 
chaotic policy context, scepticism remains in many elite circles about whether improving technology 
and declining costs can overcome the emerging problem of providing stabilisation for a 100% 
RENEWABLE¬GRID¬�LET¬ALONE¬ELECTRIFYING¬TRANSPORT�¬MINING�¬AND¬MANUFACTURING¬TO¬USE¬����¬RENEWABLE¬
POWER	�¬7HILE¬FEAR¬MONGERING¬ABOUT¬THE¬RENEWABLE¬ENERGY¬TARGETS¬OF¬STATE¬GOVERNMENTS¬BEING¬THE¬
CAUSE¬OF¬RISING¬COSTS¬AND¬MORE¬FREQUENT¬BLACKOUTS¬IS¬MOSTLY¬NONSENSE�¬THE¬ELECTRICITY¬GRID¬IS�¬ALONG¬WITH¬
the internet, the most complex system industrial civilisation has created. Both developed over time 
from simple beginnings. It is unlikely that grand plans to rapidly restructure the grid around 100% 
reliance on intermittent power sources will happen without cost increases and/or breakdowns. As 
RECENTLY¬AS¬THE¬����S�¬SUCH¬INTERRUPTIONS¬COULD¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TOLERATED¬ECONOMICALLY¬AND¬POLITICALLY�¬BUT¬
today there is a real concern that relatively small declines in the reliability in the grid could tip the 
country into recession, if not depression, and thus tip governments out of power.

Tragedy of the commons
-ORE¬FUNDAMENTALLY�¬IF¬!USTRALIA¬SUCCEEDS¬IN¬GOING¬����¬RENEWABLE�¬WILL¬THAT¬RETURN¬US¬TO¬A¬CLIMATE¬
with normal rather than monster bushfires? The answer is clearly no – a textbook case of “the tragedy 
of the commons”.7 The best we can hope for is that visionary leadership, industrial know-how and 
community alignment in Australia will provide an example that will help countries less endowed with 
natural, financial and social capital to rapidly follow suit. On the other hand, the world could respond 
to such an example in the way they did with Iceland going 100% renewable with abundant geothermal 
energy: alright for them but not applicable or scalable to the really big economies. 

In any case, given how late this still-speculative national and global response is in coming, it is clear 
that we will still be dealing with worsening climate change driven disasters for decades to come. This 
WILL¬REQUIRE¬CAPITAL�¬HUMAN¬AND¬NATURAL¬RESOURCES¬AT¬THE¬SAME¬TIME¬AS¬THE¬����¬RENEWABLE¬TRANSITION¬
IS¬MAKING¬VAST¬RESOURCE¬DEMANDS�¬AND¬OUR¬AGRICULTURAL¬SYSTEMS¬REQUIRE¬MORE¬INTENSIVE¬INFRASTRUCTURE¬
while generating declining yields. 

4HE¬FRAMING¬OF¬OUR¬SITUATION¬AS¬A¬CLIMATE¬EMERGENCY¬WITH¬REFERENCE¬TO¬THE¬THREAT¬OF¬.AZI¬'ERMANY¬AND¬
Imperial Japan8 reminds us that rapid realignment of the economy around new priorities is possible 
if the threat is existential and there is social alignment around the cause and its solution. The idea of 
self- and collective-sacrifice, or at least “tightening of belts”, for some long, but still hopefully limited, 

�¬ ¬!ND¬EVEN¬MORE¬SO¬IF¬OUR¬COAL¬AND¬GAS¬EXPORTS¬ARE¬TAKEN¬INTO¬ACCOUNT�¬SEE¬3WAN�¬4¬�����	¬High Carbon from a Land 
Down Under The Australia Institute 

�¬ ¬/RIGINALLY¬ARTICULATED¬BY¬(ARDIN¬�����	�¬hTRAGEDY¬OF¬THE¬COMMONSv¬REFERS¬TO¬THE¬TENDENCY¬FOR¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬OVEREXPLOIT¬
common resources. 

�¬ ¬-C+IBBEN�¬"¬�����	¬h7ORLD¬AT¬WAR�¬WE�RE¬UNDER¬ATTACK¬FROM¬CLIMATE¬CHANGE�AND¬OUR¬ONLY¬HOPE¬IS¬TO¬MOBILIZE¬LIKE¬WE¬
did in WWII” The	New	Republic

https://www.google.com/url?client=internal-element-cse&cx=016060556745044294201:7tb9j8hctcs&q=https://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P667%2520High%2520Carbon%2520from%2520a%2520Land%2520Down%2520Under%2520%255BWEB%255D_0_0.pdf&sa=U&ved=2ahUKEwik-J_1_5_nAhVOyzgGHSVmDVcQFjAAegQIAxAB&usg=AOvVaw3S7bdQGG4PCJ2H3vqLvWIb
https://www.google.com/url?client=internal-element-cse&cx=016060556745044294201:7tb9j8hctcs&q=https://www.tai.org.au/sites/default/files/P667%2520High%2520Carbon%2520from%2520a%2520Land%2520Down%2520Under%2520%255BWEB%255D_0_0.pdf&sa=U&ved=2ahUKEwik-J_1_5_nAhVOyzgGHSVmDVcQFjAAegQIAxAB&usg=AOvVaw3S7bdQGG4PCJ2H3vqLvWIb
https://newrepublic.com/article/135684/declare-war-climate-change-mobilize-wwii
https://newrepublic.com/article/135684/declare-war-climate-change-mobilize-wwii
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emergency is a message that makes some sense, at least in its ability to be conveyed and understood 
by the public. While many involved in climatic science and activism fervently hope that the intensity 
of the drought and bushfire crisis is enough to force that social realignment, there are many more 
conscientious objectors to a war on climate change than there were against Australia joining the Allies 
IN¬77))�¬�&OR¬INSTANCE¬FORMER¬PRIME¬MINISTER¬4ONY¬!BBOTT�¬WHO¬HAS¬RECENTLY¬SAID¬THE¬WORLD¬IS¬IN¬THE¬
grip of a climate cult.�	

 Integrate rather than segregate to bridge the cultural divide
Amongst the more common alternative explanations for the bushfire crisis is the failure to manage 
THE¬LAND�¬ESPECIALLY¬OUR¬NATIVE¬FORESTS�¬)N¬ITS¬MORE¬EXTREME¬INCARNATION�¬h4HE¬'REENSv¬ARE¬BLAMED¬
for preventing fuel reduction burning even though no mainstream environmental organisation has 
ever campaigned against some level of fuel reduction burning as advocated by fire control experts. 
However it is true that traditional landuses of grazing and forestry, which contributed to the prevention 
and control of bushfires, have declined across large areas of the country. They have been replaced 
by conservation, recreational and residential uses in recent decades, increasing our vulnerability to 
bushfire. 

For some people, mostly in rural Australia, the collapse of these traditional ways of managing fire risk 
– as by-products of grazing and forestry livelihoods – and the rise of bureaucratic inertia and costs of 
doing what rural communities and practical public land managers once did on their own, is a source 
of intense frustration. It is often seen as “green tape”, driven by urban sensibilities and values.10 For so 
many farmers and self-employed people, the experience of regulatory restriction over recent decades 
has been suffocating and disempowering. 

In modern Australia informed by environmental values, there is a widespread perception that we 
stuffed the country by clearing bush, that recovery of nature and its ecosystems services is best 
achieved by leaving it alone, and that harvesting forests is the most destructive of our landuse systems. 
This widespread perception, stronger in the city than the country, is one contributing factor in our 
collective failure to actively manage our forests. 

The fight for the forests and Terra Nullis
%VER¬SINCE¬2OUTLY¬AND¬2OUTLY�S¬SEMINAL¬����¬PUBLICATION¬The	Fight	for	the	Forests, campaigns to 
protect native forest from logging, especially old growth forests, has generated more sweat, tears and 
even blood than any other issue in the history of the environment movement. Tasmania has been the 
epicentre of that civil war,11¬WHILE¬THE¬6ICTORIAN¬STATE¬GOVERNMENT�S¬PLAN¬TO¬PHASE¬OUT¬NATIVE¬FOREST¬
logging by 203012 is one of the last stages in this long conflict. But this is a pyric victory because so far 
this fire season 10 million hectares, mostly native forest, has been incinerated nationally along with 
most of the wildlife across those vast firegrounds. The forest will grow back, but if climate change-
DRIVEN¬DEHYDRATION¬OF¬OUR¬LANDSCAPES¬AND¬WILDER¬WEATHER¬ARE¬INCREASING¬THE¬INTENSITY¬AND¬FREQUENCY¬
of bushfires, then our forests are doomed, more certainly than they would be from the most adverse 
impacts of logging.

�¬ ¬)SRAEL¬0UBLIC¬"ROADCASTING¬#ORPORATION¬INTERVIEW¬��¬$ECEMBER¬����
10¬ 3EE¬FOR¬INSTANCE¬THE¬DETAILED¬COMMENT¬BY¬$ICK¬!DAMS¬IN¬RESPONSE¬TO¬!LEXANDRA¬�¬"OWMAN¬�����	¬h4HERE�S¬NO¬EVIDENCE¬

@GREENIES�¬BLOCK¬BUSHlRE¬HAZARD¬REDUCTION¬BUT¬HERE�S¬A¬CONTROLLED¬BURN¬IDEA¬WORTH¬TRYING” The	Conversation
11  This gripping story of the players in one of the more dramatic expressions of that war shows the legacy that stymies 

OUR¬ABILITY¬TO¬SENSIBLE¬MANAGE¬OUR¬FORESTS�¬VAN¬4IGGELEN�¬*¬�����	¬hThe destruction of the Triabunna mill and the fall of 
4ASMANIA�S¬WOODCHIP¬INDUSTRY” The	Monthly	

12¬ ¬7ILLINGHAM�¬2¬�����	¬h6ICTORIAN¬'OVERNMENT¬ANNOUNCES¬MULTIMILLIONDOLLAR¬PLAN¬TO¬END¬NATIVE¬LOGGING¬BY¬����” ABC 
News

https://theconversation.com/theres-no-evidence-greenies-block-bushfire-hazard-reduction-but-heres-a-controlled-burn-idea-worth-trying-129350
https://theconversation.com/theres-no-evidence-greenies-block-bushfire-hazard-reduction-but-heres-a-controlled-burn-idea-worth-trying-129350
https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2014/july/1404136800/john-van-tiggelen/destruction-triabunna-mill-and-fall-tasmanias-woodchip-
https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2014/july/1404136800/john-van-tiggelen/destruction-triabunna-mill-and-fall-tasmanias-woodchip-
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-06/native-timber-logging-in-victoria-to-be-phased-out-by-2030/11678590
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This situation is making climate grief a very deep emotional hurt for many people, but we need 
to step back from the emotion, and the technical pros and cons of native forest logging and fuel 
reduction burning, to consider the very idea of actively managing native forest. I have always seen the 
conventional Australian environmental aversion to forest management as misplaced and an expression 
of “Terra Nullius”, the false legal doctrine of an unmanaged land that provided the British with a legal 
excuse to take land from indigenous people without recognition of prior sovereignty. This ideology of 
“lock it up and leave it alone” has allowed state governments to cut funding they once provided for 
forest management. While the conservation movement has always advocated more money to manage 
national parks and other reserves, this has not inspired the activist energy and demands that converting 
more state forests into national parks has. What money is available has mostly been spent managing 
recreational use and controlling exotic species, rather than on active management.

Australia is now understood by paleo-ecologists to have been shaped by human impact for perhaps 
�������¬YEARS�¬,AND¬USE¬HISTORIANS¬�SUCH¬AS¬"ILL¬'AMAGE13 and Bruce Pascoe,14¬AMONGST¬OTHERS	¬HAVE¬
documented an interlocking network of cultural landscapes that may be the oldest cultural landscapes 
in the world! Archaeological and other evidence suggests that this persistent and intensive management 
of local territories is at least five or even ten thousand years old.15 The idea that our landscapes would 
naturally recover their pre-European characteristics by leaving them alone is ecologically naïve on two 
levels. Firstly, because the pre-European state was a husbanded balance, as far from any wilderness as 
the hedge-rowed fields of England were from the primeval post-glacial forests. Secondly, the diverse 
impacts and novel species that came with European invasion fundamentally reset the ecological 
chessboard in ways we are still trying to understand.

 Observe and interact to manage forest fuels
0RE%UROPEAN¬LANDSCAPES¬COMPRISED¬UBIQUITOUS¬OPEN¬GRASSY¬WOODLAND�¬WIDE¬OPEN¬GRASSLAND�¬WETLANDS¬
and heaths, forming a mosaic of vegetation systems managed by careful use of fire and indirect 
control of grazing animals. In higher rainfall areas, especially on the east coast, copses of fire-retardant 
rainforest were protected from fire and acted as firebreaks, as did large swamps and wetlands, which 
have mostly been drained in the modern landscape. Our modern forests are almost universally far 
DENSER�¬WITH¬BOTH¬SMALL¬AND¬STUNTED¬CANOPY¬TREES¬�MOSTLY¬EUCALYPTS	�¬THAN¬ANY¬PRE%UROPEAN¬FOREST�16 
Today in high rainfall areas, thickets of understory shrubs confine bushwalkers to tracks, while in our 
low rainfall areas there is little or no grass or herbaceous understorey under the dense eucalypt canopy, 
allowing water to run off the landscape as fast, or faster, than off open, grazed paddocks. 

Fuel reduction burning remains the primary tool in reducing bushfire damage to forests, although 
the season for safe fuel reduction burning is contracting. Fuel reduction burning allows firefighters to 
be more effective and safer on the fire line, and protects farms and settlements from damage. While 
the body of research supporting these efforts in all states is extensive, more recent evaluations of 
the evidence17 suggests fuel reduction burning provides some assistance to firefighters in controlling 
moderate-intensity fires but for the very intense catastrophic bushfires that cause the most ecological 
damage, and destruction of assets, livestock and loss of life, the effect is marginal at best. 

13¬ 'AMMAGE�¬"¬�����	¬The	Biggest	Estate	on	Earth Allen & Unwin
14¬ 0ASCO�¬"¬�����	¬Dark	Emu;	Black	seeds:	agriculture	or	accident¬-AGABALA
15¬ +OHEN�¬*¬�����	¬Aboriginal environmental impacts UNSW Press
16¬ 2OLLS�¬%¬�����	¬A Million Wild Acres Nelson
17¬ 0ENMAN¬ET¬AL¬�����	¬h!¬SURPRISING¬ANSWER¬TO¬A¬HOT¬QUESTION�¬CONTROLLED¬BURNS¬OFTEN¬FAIL¬TO¬SLOW¬A¬BUSHlRE” The	

Conversation

https://theconversation.com/a-surprising-answer-to-a-hot-question-controlled-burns-often-fail-to-slow-a-bushfire-127022
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Unfortunately, there is also some evidence that repeated fuel reduction burning leads to loss of 
nutrients, reduced ability of the landscape to store moisture18 and an ecological drift to more fire prone 
vegetation. The benefits of fuel reduction burning fade after a few years, but the time taken for the 
forest to recapture lost nutrients is generally longer, so we may be degrading the land for a temporary 
reduction in fuel levels. 

There is currently great hope that learning and applying indigenous burning patterns could reduce 
these adverse side effects and enhance the ecological value of fuel reduction burning. The single most 
significant change would be burning smaller areas with lower-intensity burns that do not scorch the 
canopy and leave soil compost intact. However, such approaches would be far more labour intensive, 
something our economy and society is geared to avoid at all costs.

Any consideration of fuel levels that sustain the spread and intensity of bushfires must also consider 
drought. Extreme drought is not just a lack of rain; increases in temperature and wind, and lower 
humidity, can increase evaporative losses to a much greater extent than decline in rainfall. Potential 
EVAPORATION¬�OR¬hOPEN¬PAN¬EVAPORATIONv	 is greater than rainfall almost everywhere in Australia. It is 
our dry air and lack of good groundwater accessible to trees that is more important than low rainfall in 
making Australia so arid. Unprecedented average temperatures drive potential evaporation higher. 

In grasslands, reduced growth and higher grazing pressure from livestock and wild animals can reduce 
fuel loads during droughts. However over-grazed dry paddocks still burn, while better management by 
FARMERS¬IN¬RECENT¬DECADES¬�FEEDING¬HAY¬AND¬GRAIN�¬AGISTMENT¬OR¬DESTOCKING	¬HAS¬SEEN¬MORE¬PADDOCKS¬
covered with dry grass rather than just bare dirt. This conservation of dry biomass can sustain hot 
and fast fires. Deep-rooted summer-active native pastures, management-intensive rotational grazing, 
drought-hardy shelterbelts of fire-retardant trees, and rehydration of our streams and water courses 
are some of the strategies to reduce the impact of fire in our farm landscapes, at the same time as 
SEQUESTERING¬CARBON¬ON¬A¬SCALE¬TO¬MATCH¬OUR¬FOSSIL¬EMISSIONS��� These landholder-led, low-tech but 
HIGHSKILL¬LAND¬MANAGEMENT¬TECHNIQUES¬ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬(OLISTIC¬'RAZING�¬/RGANICS�¬.ATURAL¬3EQUENCE¬
&ARMING�¬+EYLINE¬AND¬0ERMACULTURE¬lT¬WELL¬WITH¬CONSERVATIVE¬GOVERNMENTS�¬PREFERENCES¬FOR¬CARBON¬
SEQUESTRATION¬OVER¬CARBON¬ABATEMENT¬BUT¬ALSO¬RUN¬AFOUL¬OF¬THE¬!GRIBUSINESS¬LOBBY¬THAT¬STANDS¬TO¬LOSE¬
MARKETS¬FOR¬'-¬SEEDS�¬FERTILISERS�¬TOXIC¬CHEMICALS¬AND¬COMPLEX¬TECH¬THAT¬ONLY¬THEY¬CAN¬PROVIDE�¬&OR¬
example, silvopastures of fodder trees and grazing livestock have been estimated to be one of the most 
BROADLY¬APPLICABLE¬LOW¬COST¬LANDUSE¬SYSTEMS¬TO¬SEQUESTER¬CARBON�20¬-OST¬ANIMAL¬FODDER¬TREES¬ARE¬ALSO¬
low fire hazard or fire retardant. 

These agricultural win-win solutions to both the proximate problems and the systemic drivers of 
drought and bushfire are worthy of more detailed discussion, but my focus here is on our forests: 
regrowth and old growth native; state, corporate and privately owned; national park; and novel 
ecosystems on our urban fringes.

Forests accumulate biomass over longer cycles than grasslands and respond to drought by shedding 
foliage. Decomposition in normally damp ground stops and short-lived shrubs such as wattles can die 
EN¬MASSE�¬#ONSEQUENTLY�¬FUEL¬LEVELS¬CAN¬RISE¬RAPIDLY�¬OVERWHELMING¬ANY¬PREVIOUS¬FUEL¬REDUCTION�¬BE¬IT¬BY¬
a gardener raking up leaf litter or a forester doing broadscale fuel reduction burning.

18¬ 4ULAU¬*¬�¬-C)NNES#LARKE¬3¬�����	¬Fire and Soils: A review of the potential impacts of different fire regimes on soil 
EROSION¬AND¬SEDIMENTATION�¬NUTRIENT¬AND¬CARBON¬CYCLING�¬AND¬IMPACTS¬ON¬WATER¬QUANTITY¬AND¬QUALITY State of NSW 

��¬ -ASSY�¬#¬�����	¬Call of the Reed Warbler UQP
20¬ (AWKEN�¬0¬ED�¬�����	¬Drawdown:	the	most	comprehensive	plan	ever	proposed	to	roll	back	global	warming	Penguin 

Books

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/Land-and-soil/fire-and-soils-170691.pdf
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/Corporate-Site/Documents/Land-and-soil/fire-and-soils-170691.pdf
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In rainforests and wetlands with permanently moist soils, unprecedented drought can create huge 
fuel loads in areas that would normally act as firebreaks to stop or slow the spread of wildfire. Thus 
the observations of unprecedented fuel loads by many in rural Australia may be more an indicator of 
drought severity than of land manager negligence.21 

 Use and value a diversity of pathways to reducing fuel  
The focus on fuel reduction burning has tended to blind even experienced land managers to 
the continuous process of fuel reduction by decomposition. Decomposition rates are commonly 
understood to be a fixed function of climate: rapid with moisture and heat but stalled without moisture. 
But this ignores the importance of fuel arrangement in retaining moisture, as well as animal digestion 
and, most invisibly, invertebrate and microbial cultures that do most of the job of decomposition 
�INCLUDING¬IN¬THE¬GUTS¬OF¬ANIMALS¬AND¬IN¬SOIL¬REARRANGED¬BY¬BURROWING¬AND¬SCRATCHING¬ANIMALS	�22

We need a massive increase in research on fuel reduction by decomposition, drawing on indigenous 
knowledge and the traditional knowledge of farmers and gardeners, especially those following organic 
principles. This was suggested in a submission to the Black Saturday Royal Commission by Professor 
Stuart Hill23 but was ignored at the time as too fringe an idea.

Another more speculative factor in forest flammability is the loss of soil calcium leading to plant 
biomass that is less easily decomposed by microbes. While this process is well understood in organic 
agriculture, it is still unresearched in relation to our forest ecosystems.24 

Fuel arrangement is a well-recognised factor in determining fire behaviour. We only need to think of 
the difference between how a pile of crumpled paper burns compared with a book to understand why 
this important factor is incorporated in standard forest assessment tools along with fuel levels. Shrubs, 
ribbon bark and other ladder fuels can carry a ground fire into the crown of the forest, while creeping 
grasses and herbaceous groundcovers are less likely to support a canopy fire.25

On farms, slashing and mowing are accepted as effective strategies to reduce intensity and spread 
of fire by rearranging grass from vertical to horizontal, even if no decomposition occurs. In forests 
fringing residential areas there is increased use of chippers and grooming heads on excavators to 
reduce grass, understory fuels and small trees to mulch.

'RAZING¬ANIMALS¬ALSO¬REARRANGE¬FOREST¬FUELS�¬!PART¬FROM¬CONVERTING¬GRASSY¬FUELS¬�AND¬IN¬THE¬CASE¬OF¬GOATS¬
AND¬DEER�¬SHRUBBY¬FUELS	¬TO¬MICROBERICH¬MANURE�¬ANIMALS¬HELP¬REDUCE¬lRE¬HAZARD¬BY¬PHYSICAL¬TRAMPLING¬
of finer fuels. The use of goats to manage vegetation is beginning to be recognised as an ecologically 
benign alternative to herbicide, especially on the urban bushland fringe and along watercourses. 
Because goats are naturally phobic about wet feet, THEY¬DON�T¬DAMAGE¬DELICATE¬WETLAND¬OR¬STREAM¬BANKS�¬
and their pellet manure is less polluting than sloppy cow pats. 

While goats and other grazing animals tend to create and maintain open grassy forests, ecological 
succession to closed canopy dense forests of fire-retardant species can create barriers to the spread of 
fire across open farm landscapes and into rural residential areas and townships. 

21¬ )N¬THE¬SAME¬WAY¬THAT¬EUCALYPT¬LEAF¬LITTER¬COVERING¬A¬GARDEN¬IN¬A¬BUSHlRE¬VULNERABLE¬AREA¬DOESN�T¬MEAN¬THE¬OWNER¬HASN�T¬
done seasonal fire maintenance.

22 Such as wombats, betongs and lyrebirds
23 Currently offline
24¬ 3EE¬h-INERAL¬FERTILISERS¬FOR¬BUILDING¬SOILv¬IN¬(OLMGREN�¬$¬�����	¬Permaculture:	principles	and	pathways	beyond	

sustainability pp 76–77
25¬ :YLSTRA�¬0¬�����	¬hNew modelling on bushfires shows how they really burn through an area” The	Conversation

https://theconversation.com/new-modelling-on-bushfires-shows-how-they-really-burn-through-an-area-63943
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The study, documentation and management of novel ecosystems26 along stream courses and residential 
fringe areas, which receive enhanced stormwater and nutrient flow, has been a major focus for me 
over four decades. There is great potential in combining natural succession processes with small-
scale interventions along stream courses to slow, spread and sink urban stormwater. Well-recognised 
TECHNIQUES¬THAT¬ARE¬STANDARD¬PRACTICE¬BY¬CIVIL¬ENGINEERS¬IN¬7ATER¬3ENSITIVE¬5RBAN¬$ESIGN27 can be 
used, as can the more radical but low-cost interventions pioneered by Peter Andrews and others in 
rural areas.28¬4HE¬-ULLOON¬#REEK¬#ATCHMENT¬PROJECT¬IN¬.37¬HAS¬BEEN¬AN¬IMPORTANT¬PILOT¬PROJECT¬
taking these approaches to the catchment scale with support from government.�� Such approaches to 
rehydrating our farm landscapes have great promise in addressing the drought and bushfire crisis and 
in recreating the “chain of ponds” wetlands that characterised the indigenous landscapes before their 
EROSION¬INTO¬TODAY�S¬INCISED¬STREAMS¬AND¬GULLIES¬THAT¬MOST¬!USTRALIANS¬ASSUME¬ARE¬NATURAL�¬

Unfortunately, rural and urban fringe Landcare projects over recent decades have been the main 
force removing these more water- and nutrient-holding, and fire-retardant species from the landscape 
and replacing them with local, native, sclerophyll, fire-enhancing species. I have been one of a small 
NUMBER¬OF¬ENVIRONMENTALISTS¬WHO¬HAVE¬PUBLICALLY¬CHALLENGED¬THIS¬USE¬OF¬TAXPAYERS�¬MONEY�¬TOXIC¬
chemicals and community labour to damage the environment in the name of restoring indigenous 
nature. 

Willow removal programs across the rural landscapes of the southern states are probably the most 
damaging of these programs. In terms of bushfire risk to settlements, such programs in urban fringe 
areas have set back the huge potential of these areas to turn the apparent problem of urban stormwater 
and nutrient flow into fire-retardant novel ecosystem rainforests that are not only bushfire barriers, but 
also beautiful shady forests and natural air conditioners on a massive scale. 

 Thinning forests: using and valuing renewable resources  
  and services
In forests managed for timber, thinning is essential to produce large trees suitable for sawlogs in 
less than a human lifetime. It is the easiest and lowest risk way to accelerate the ecological maturity 
of regrowth forest, whether that regrowth has resulted from logging, fire or other disturbance. In 
regrowth eucalypt forests, too many trees is far more common than too few. 

In my observations and study of regrowth forests over nearly 50 years, I have seen no evidence that 
dense regrowth eucalypts left alone are returning to the open grassy parklands or tall wet forests of 
indigenous times. Small, stressed trees slowly losing the fight for light tend to hold less moisture and 
work as ladder fuels. As the canopy dies, eucalypts typically send out epicormic shoots up the trunk 
which then die, creating more ladder fuels. Our forests are full of these small, stressed and dying trees 
as a result of past cycles of logging and fire. 

Pine trees naturalising in bushland from plantations do the same, creating highly flammable forests.

Fuel reduction burning can aid the progression to more open forests, but on many occasions fuel 
reduction burning simply damages more of the remaining trees and leads to new cycles of epicormic 
growth and shrub thickets. 

26 Novel ecosystems are self-organised association of plants and animals that colonise and stabilise disturbed or degraded 
environments showing many of the systemic characteristics of long co-evolved ecosystems; see for instance Hobbs et al 
EDS¬�����	¬Novel	Ecosystems for an academic overview of the topic

27¬ 3EE¬FOR¬INSTANCE¬-ELBOURNE¬7ATER�S¬hIntroduction to WSUDv¬�����	¬
28¬ 3EE¬0ETER¬!NDREWS�¬.ATURAL¬3EQUENCE¬&ARMING website
�� See “-ULLOON¬#REEK¬#ATCHMENT” on the Soils for Life website 

https://www.melbournewater.com.au/planning-and-building/stormwater-management/introduction-wsud
http://www.nsfarming.com/
https://soilsforlife.org.au/mulloon-creek-catchment/
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This is too big a subject to discuss in any depth here, but I believe thinning our forests, especially those 
regrowing from bushfire, is perhaps the most necessary management. However it is currently restricted 
to a few private forests and a dwindling number of trials in our public forests. 

Traditionally, the justification for thinning was the improved value of sawlogs the forest would yield in 
the future, but in Australia, cheap wood from old growth public forests has undermined the economic 
logic of thinning regrowth. Paper pulp and fuel wood are the traditional uses of removed trees, which 
allay the costs of thinning, but the export wood pulp industry became the driver of large-scale clear-
felling and degradation of our forests over the last half century. Thus the idea of using forest waste has 
poisoned the discussion in Australia about the desperate need to thin our forests. 

-OST¬FOREST¬MANAGERS¬AGREE¬THAT¬REMOVING¬SMALL�¬STUNTED¬AND¬DAMAGED¬TREES¬TO¬PROVIDE¬MORE¬SPACE¬
FOR¬WELLFORMED¬TREES¬TO¬GROW¬LARGER�¬REDUCES¬THE¬lRE¬HAZARD¬AFTER¬AN¬INITIAL¬INCREASE¬�DUE¬TO¬THE¬DEBRIS¬
FROM¬THINNING	� 

Recent proposals from the timber industry and unions to thin forests close to settlements 
for fire hazard reduction have been met by strong pushback from some forest ecologists and 
environmentalists30 and support from forestry scientists.31

This conflict about the benefits or otherwise of thinning is like the debate about fuel reduction 
burning. Just as indigenous cultural burning practices are low-intensity, small-scale and sensitive to 
multiple values, ecological forestry uses more labour-intensive patch thinning, with greater proportion 
of felled wood extracted for use, and a greater proportion of leaf and bark returned to the forest floor 
BY¬CHIPPING¬OR¬OTHER¬TECHNIQUES�¬4HE¬INDUSTRIAL¬SCALE¬AND¬MONOCULTURE¬OF¬MIND¬PURSUING¬ONE¬RATHER¬
than multiple values is the source of the most of the problems. 

The high-rainfall wet sclerophyll ash forests are the epicentre of this conflict. Dense regrowth after 
logging or intense fire tends to create strongly competing stands of tall, straight saplings that start 
to radically self-thin around age 15, leaving standing dead stems, dry bark and other elevated fuels. 
Studies by ecologists of ash forest burnt on Black Saturday show clear evidence that these young 
regrowth forests fuelled the most intense fires, while forests over 100 years of age were much less likely 
to support intense fire.32 Other research over many years has shown regrowth forests use more water 
WHILE¬OLD¬GROWTH¬ASH¬FORESTS¬YIELD¬MORE¬WATER¬TO¬-ELBOURNE�S¬WATER¬CATCHMENTS�33

These lines of argument have, very reasonably, been used to argue for the end to old growth logging. 
The growing issue is what to do with the large areas of regrowth forest from industrial logging and 
those created by escalating hot and large bushfires of recent decades. 

-OSTLY¬THE¬DEBATE¬IS¬REDUCED¬TO¬ONE¬OF¬INDUSTRIALSCALE¬THINNING¬WHEN¬THE¬TREES¬ARE¬LARGE¬ENOUGH¬
to justify a return from pulpwood or biomass energy versus “lock it up” in national parks under the 
assumption that over time it will return to a less fire prone and more ecological valuable forest. The 
first will ensure ongoing loss of ecological values with debatable reductions in fire hazard, while the 
second with lead to dense forests destined to burn in repeated cycles of hot crown fires, even without 
accelerating climate change. 

Thinning our forests to wider spacings may also allow native tree species to survive a drying climate 
with longer and more severe droughts for the decades, if not centuries, into the future. Fewer trees 
at wider spacing is a more ecologically benign and practical adaption to a dryer climate than more 

30¬ &OLEY�¬-¬�����	¬hScientists warn forest industry plan could increase fire risk” Sydney Morning Herald
31¬ +EENAN�¬2¬ET¬AL¬�����	¬h&OREST¬THINNING¬IS¬CONTROVERSIAL�¬BUT¬IT¬SHOULDN�T¬BE¬RULED¬OUT¬FOR¬MANAGING¬BUSHlRES” The	

Conversation 
32¬ 4AYLOR�¬#¬ET¬AL¬�����	¬h6ICTORIA�S¬LOGGED¬LANDSCAPES¬ARE¬AT¬INCREASED¬RISK¬OF¬BUSHlRE” The	Conversation
33¬ ,INDENMAYER¬�¬4AYLOR¬�����	¬h,OGGING¬MUST¬STOP¬IN¬-ELBOURNE�S¬BIGGEST¬WATER¬SUPPLY¬CATCHMENT” The	Conversation

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/scientists-warn-forest-industry-plan-could-increase-fire-risk-20200109-p53q4u.html
https://theconversation.com/forest-thinning-is-controversial-but-it-shouldnt-be-ruled-out-for-managing-bushfires-130124
https://theconversation.com/victorias-logged-landscapes-are-at-increased-risk-of-bushfire-30611
https://theconversation.com/logging-must-stop-in-melbournes-biggest-water-supply-catchment-106922
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intensive efforts to accelerate succession to more dry-tolerant species, or simply letting our forests die 
through repeated cycles of hot fires and dense regeneration. 

If thinning is done in relatively small patches, short-term fire hazard can be reduced by timing 
thinning to before the wet season, processing tree heads to mulch, and the removal of all larger wood 
from cut trees. This would maximise the benefits of thinning and minimise the risks and adverse 
impacts. Thinning is most likely to be beneficial on drier slopes and ridges, while wet forests along 
stream courses should, where possible, be managed to accelerate succession to rainforests capable of 
enhanced decomposition rates. As with all forestry operations, small-scale, persistent and more skill- 
and labour-intensive management is best, but our economy is geared to do the opposite. 

  Apply self-regulation and accept feedback to prevent  
 unsustainable harvesting 
While the terra nullius mindset in the environment movement has been a contributing factor in this 
tragic inability to manage our forests, it is more a legacy of misguided public policies, a lazy and short-
sighted timber industry, and a forestry profession adrift from its noble origins and largely extinct in our 
universities.

In some ways, the prospects for a culture of sustainable forest management in this country seems more 
REMOTE¬THAN¬IT¬DID¬IN¬THE¬����S¬WHEN¬,ANDCARE¬PROMISED¬TO¬CREATE¬A¬NEW¬GENERATION¬OF¬FARM¬FORESTERS¬
integrating ecological and production values on private land.34 Is it possible that the climate emergency, 
especially in the form of wildfire, might be the driver of a new push for active, continuous, small-scale 
management of our forests?

 Manage the edges and value the marginal communities  
 where the action is
)N¬THE¬AFTERMATH¬OF¬THE¬����¬"LACK¬3ATURDAY�¬)¬WROTE¬Bushfire	Resilient	Communities	and	Landscapes, a 
��¬PAGE¬REPORT¬TO¬OUR¬COMMUNITY¬�AND¬#OUNCIL	�35 It focused on personal, household, local community 
and landscape-scale responses for building resilience to bushfire in the context of climate change, peak 
oil and economic challenges. A decade later it remains relevant for how our, and similar, fire-vulnerable 
communities can respond, rather than accepting increased dependence on command and control by 
government. 

Fire researcher David Bowman and land use policy expert Jason Alexandra has more recently 
articulated the need for strategic focus on managing the urban bushland interface,36 where most of 
the threats to life and property occur, as a realistic goal. The modification of vegetation structure, and 
even composition, would have broader community support in such areas. The imperative to reduce 
air pollution and hazard from fuel reduction burning suggests a wider use of some of the other options 
mentioned above.

The suggestion of community involvement in actively managing public land has the potential to achieve 
several wider societal benefits, such as:

s¬ )NCREASING¬COMMUNITY¬ENGAGEMENT¬WITH¬THE¬NATURAL¬ENVIRONMENT¬IN¬WAYS¬THAT¬MIGHT¬INVOLVE¬
more enlightened self-interest than typical urban fringe Landcare projects or volunteer 
firefighting

34 The work of Rowan Reid through the Otway Agroforestry Network and the -ASTER¬4REE'ROWER¬0ROGRAM is an exemplar 
of what might have transformed rural Australia. 

35 Available at holmgren.com.au
36¬ !LEXANDRA¬�¬"OWMAN¬�����	¬h4HERE�S¬NO¬EVIDENCE¬@GREENIES�¬BLOCK¬BUSHlRE¬HAZARD¬REDUCTION¬BUT¬HERE�S¬A¬CONTROLLED¬

burn idea worth trying” The	Conversation

http://www.oan.org.au/default.asp
http://www.agroforestry.net.au/main.asp?_=Australian%20Master%20TreeGrower
https://holmgren.com.au/bushfire-resilience/
https://theconversation.com/theres-no-evidence-greenies-block-bushfire-hazard-reduction-but-heres-a-controlled-burn-idea-worth-trying-129350
https://theconversation.com/theres-no-evidence-greenies-block-bushfire-hazard-reduction-but-heres-a-controlled-burn-idea-worth-trying-129350
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s¬ )T¬IS¬LESS¬RISKY¬AND¬PHYSICALLY¬DEMANDING¬THAN¬VOLUNTEER¬lRElGHTING�
s¬ #ONTRIBUTING¬TO¬A¬CONlDENT¬CULTURE¬OF¬SMALLSCALE�¬LABOURINTENSIVE¬FOREST¬MANAGEMENT¬WHERE¬

ecological, social and economic values might be balanced.
s¬ 2EDUCING¬COSTS¬TO¬THE¬TAXPAYER¬AS¬THOSE¬LIVING¬CLOSE¬TO¬BUSHLAND¬TAKE¬MORE¬RESPONSIBILITY¬FOR¬

reducing the threat. 
s¬ %NCOURAGING¬RESILIENCE¬AND¬CONlDENCE¬IN¬PLANNING¬FOR¬BUSHlRE¬LEADING¬TO¬MORE¬RESIDENTS¬

capable and prepared to stay and defend.

This last benefit could be the most important as the climate emergency deepens.

&OR¬A¬NATION¬�AND¬GLOBAL¬CIVILISATION	¬FACING¬AN¬EXISTENTIAL¬THREAT�¬INDIVIDUAL�¬HOUSEHOLD¬AND¬COMMUNITY¬
level resilience will have to be rebuilt to at least the levels that were normal in the first half of the 
twentieth century. This current bushfire crisis has exposed the obvious weaknesses of small households 
dependent on 24/7 communications, power, fuel, food, medicine and credit. While the current levels 
of dependency of our population may have been good for driving growth in the money economy, it has 
also accelerated resource depletion and pollution while undermining resilience. 

The media naturally focuses on the extraordinary outpouring of volunteer responses to the crisis, but 
the logistics of looking after relatively modest numbers of people in small towns when the centralised 
systems break down is a sobering reminder that the best technology and the biggest budgets are no 
substitute for the self- and collective-reliance that comes from rebuilding household and local food, 
water and energy systems.

Ideally our nation will continue to provide support for more threatened small settlements but residents 
of these communities will need to be more self- and collectively-reliant as the capacity of centralised 
systems to manage escalating crises declines.37 These communities can become leaders in developing 
the bottom-up solutions that will increasingly be needed in the urban bushland interface of our larger 
cities.

The temptation for a centralised command and control response to bushfire is very appealing, 
especially to those in power and corporations that stand to benefit from disaster capitalism.38 Wiser 
leaders would use the power of the state and technical capacity of corporations to support greater 
community capacity for sensitive management of local areas. 

 Biomass energy: obtaining a yield from managing the  
 bush towards a safe climate 
But does any of this address the root cause of the climate crisis? And can it do so in ways that make 
sense to those who remain sceptical about the science, or at least the benefits of fossil carbon austerity? 

&OR¬A¬3WEDE¬OR¬!USTRIAN¬WARMED¬BY¬THE¬LOCAL¬DISTRICT¬HEATING¬PLANT¬THAT¬IS¬OVER¬���¬EFlCIENT¬AND¬EMITS¬
close to zero pollution, the connection would obvious. Australia should be using low impact methods 
to thin regrowth forest – fire ravaged and otherwise – to make a more fire-safe landscape and provide 
RENEWABLE¬BIOMASS¬ENERGY¬FOR¬COMBINED¬HEAT¬AND¬POWER¬�#(0	��� Biomass energy is dispatchable, 

37 The “Brown Tech” scenario of my Future	Scenarios¬�����	¬SUGGESTED¬GOVERNMENTS¬WOULD¬FOCUS¬RESOURCES¬ON¬ARMOURING¬
infrastructure in the capital cities and regional centres while progressively withdrawing services from smaller rural 
centres.

38¬ !S¬DOCUMENTED¬BY¬PEOPLE¬SUCH¬AS¬.AOMI¬+LEIN¬�The	Shock	Doctrine:	the	rise	of	disaster	capitalism�¬����	¬AND¬2EBECCA¬
3OLNIT¬�A Paradise Built in Hell, ����	

��¬ #OMBINED¬HEAT¬AND¬POWER¬�#(0	� a fuel burning technology linked to an electrical power generator, with recovery of 
waste heat for other uses

https://store.holmgren.com.au/product/future-scenarios/
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which means it helps solve the problems of a grid-dominated by intermittent renewable sources such 
as wind and solar. Far cheaper than batteries, or grandiose speculation about green hydrogen, wood is 
the obvious fuel that could help us kick the fossil fuel habit. Thinning forests will not stop bushfires, 
but it will reduce the intensity of forest fires and increase the likelihood of larger, well-spaced trees 
surviving fires. 

In recent decades, interest in wood waste as a renewable energy source has been vigorously opposed 
by environmental groups. This has been based on the understandable fear that it would be an excuse 
for another round of degradation of our regrowth forests. In Europe where management of forests 
has been far less contentious, forest biomass has always been an important source of energy, and over 
the last two decades, CHP at the household, village and grid level has grown almost as much as wind 
and solar. Sweden gets more of its energy from forest biomass than oil; a substantial contribution to 
THE¬MORE¬THAN¬���¬OF¬ITS¬ENERGY¬THAT¬COMES¬FROM¬RENEWABLE¬SOURCES¬�!USTRALIA¬GETS¬LESS¬THAN¬���¬
FROM¬RENEWABLES	�40 In doing so, the total area of forest has increased and the average age of forest 
TREES¬�A¬GOOD¬INDICATOR¬OF¬ECOLOGICAL¬MATURITY	¬HAS¬ALSO¬INCREASED� 41 If this is economically viable and 
ECOLOGICALLY¬ACCEPTABLE¬IN¬3WEDEN�¬WHERE¬FORESTS¬GROW¬SLOWLY¬�AND¬WAGES¬ARE¬AS¬HIGH¬AS¬IN¬!USTRALIA	�¬
why is it seemingly impossible in Australia with six times more forest and much faster growth rates in 
our most fire-prone taller forests? 

While complete combustion of wood returns all carbon to the atmosphere, the extra growth in the 
RETAINED¬TREES¬IN¬THE¬FOREST¬SEQUESTERS¬THAT¬CARBON¬FOR¬MANY¬CYCLES¬OF¬THINNING¬BEFORE¬WE¬HAVE¬MATURE¬
forests of very large trees. What our descendants do with that magnificent legacy we can leave for them 
to decide.

Using waste heat locally 
Like burning any fuel, the conversion to electricity has thermodynamic limits with the majority of the 
energy released as waste heat. In Europe, CHP systems generally use that waste heat as hot water to 
provide district heating in medium density housing. In Australia the need for heating is less and our 
settlements are more spread out. 

Finding new creative ways to use the waste heat has the potential to fuel a growth in farm- and 
community-scale food production and processing, timber drying and other activities that could further 
boost local economic resilience. For example, in higher rainfall southern and upland regions, vegetable 
production is very seasonal but simple poly tunnels42 with bottom heat from small biomass power 
plants could provide sustainable, out-of-season local produce. As cycles of thinning lead to larger 
trees, small-scale timber milling of larger thinnings could yield timber for drying in simple solar kilns 
boosted by waste heat. Sawdust from mill waste could be used as substrates for culinary and medicinal 
mushroom cultivation.

 Catch and store biomass as biochar: burning to cool the planet
Variations of wood burning technology can pyrolysise the wood, burning off the volatile gases and 
leaving charcoal, which has a myriad of uses. The most significant use is as a soil amendment – biochar 
– that increases the water- and nutrient-holding capacity while providing high-density housing for the 
beneficial microbes necessary for organic agricultural and healthy ecosystems. Unlike ordinary organic 
matter that progressively decays, this biochar is permanent carbon taken out of the atmosphere.

40¬ &OR¬A¬SLIGHTLY¬DATED¬OVERVIEW¬OF¬3WEDEN�S¬BIOENERGY¬USE¬SEE¬"AYER¬�����	¬h3WEDEN�S¬"IOENERGY¬3UCCESS¬3TORY” at 
renewableenergyworld.com

41 See “The forest and sustainable forestry” at sweedishwood.com 
42 Small-scale greenhouses fashioned from arches of polypipe covered with UV stabilised plastic sheeting

https://www.swedishwood.com/about_wood/choosing-wood/wood-and-the-environment/the-forest-and-sustainable-forestry/
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This process done on a global scale is one of greatest hopes for saving humanity from the climate 
COOKER�¬5NLIKE¬DREAMS¬OF¬SEQUESTERING¬CARBON¬DIOXIDE¬GAS¬FROM¬POWER¬STATIONS¬IN¬MINE¬SHAFTS¬AND¬
bedrock fractures, biochar is exactly what our landscapes need to help in rehydration and sustainable 
nutrition of plants, animals and people. 

/THER¬WAYS¬TO¬SEQUESTER¬CARBON¬WITH¬WELLMANAGED¬ROTATIONAL¬GRAZING¬OF¬LIVESTOCK¬HAVE¬ALREADY¬BEEN¬
proven by innovative farmers around Australia, and these proactive ways to capture carbon are more 
philosophically attractive to those on the rural right than going cold turkey on fossil fuels. Similarly, 
forest biochar and energy is potentially attractive to the bushies who see the bushfire crisis as due to a 
lack of forest management. Unlike nuclear power, or even wind power, wood energy is viable at multiple 
SCALES�¬)N¬%UROPE�¬THERE¬ARE¬WOOD¬POWER¬STATIONS¬FROM¬LESS¬THAN¬ONE¬MEGAWATT¬TO¬���¬MEGAWATTS¬�THE¬
SIZE¬OF¬A¬COAL¬lRED¬POWER¬STATION	�¬)T¬IS¬QUITE¬POSSIBLE¬TO¬RETROlT our coal fired power stations to run on 
wood. An excess of renewable fuel in this country really is a case of “the problem is the solution”.

 Community biomass energy using small and slow solutions  
But by getting carried away by visions of Australia powered by wood energy, we could end up feeding 
our forests into the maws of giant power stations to maintain business as usual: a case of turning the 
solution back into the same old problem, through visions of grandeur and greed. Australia needs 
to start small with biomass energy from the forests fringing our cities, regional towns and small 
settlements to provide local jobs in green power generation and biochar-enriched organic horticulture 
and to make those communities more fire safe. These are the same areas that fire chiefs and ecologists 
agree are the best areas to reduce fuel loads. However, doing so by conventional fuel reduction burning 
increases the risk of damage to property and health, as well as nuisance and amenity hazard, and 
REDUCES¬CAPACITY¬OF¬THESE¬PERIURBAN¬BUSHLANDS¬TO¬ABSORB¬URBAN¬STORMWATER¬AND¬NUTRIENT¬RUNOFF�¬-OST¬
importantly, the rapid succession to novel ecosystems of native and non-native fire-retardant species in 
many of these urban edge bushlands is set back by fuel reduction burning. 

Thinning, combined with mulching and/or animal grazing and supplementary planting with fire-
retardant species is a better option than fuel reduction burning in most cases. 

Rather than a corporate driven model for such activities, I envisage a community energy model already 
common in Europe and pioneered in this country by Hepburn Wind.43 -ODESTSCALE¬PRODUCTION¬
to match the scale of power needs, and the capacities of adjacent forest areas, without the need 
for clogging our rural roads with trucks carting chips or logs, are all elements of a distributed land 
management and energy generation system. Just as we have with rooftop solar, we need to roll out 
local grid-feedback power to suit the scale of the available resources and communities, rather than 
an economically rationalist push to upscale biomass energy to maximise competitiveness in the larger 
renewable energy market. Initially, it should be the community engagement, resilience and fire safety 
aspects of managing our local bush that are supported by government incentives and funding.

This community energy model might allow the large numbers of ordinary Australians living close 
to bushland to regain a sense of ownership in managing their patch in ways that directly reduce 
our dependence of fossil fuels while creating local jobs healing the greenie/ redneck divide in our 
communities. 

Comparison between neighbouring communities will provide a learning cycle, limiting the chances of 
overharvesting or poor forest management and building wider community confidence in the potential 
to manage our broadscale and more remote regrowth forests in ways that improve our forests, reduce 
the impact of wildfire, reenergise our failing rural economies and communities and radically reduce 
our fossil carbon emissions. 

43  hepburnwind.com.au

https://www.hepburnwind.com.au/
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Unifying vision
This vision of a sustainable small-scale forest economy at the interface between public forest and 
settlement will depend on support from government if it is to make any real contribution to safety in 
A¬WORSENING¬CLIMATE�¬A¬SIGNIlCANT¬DENT¬IN¬OUR¬'('¬EMISSIONS�¬OR¬SEQUESTER¬SUBSTANTIAL¬QUANTITIES¬OF¬
carbon as biochar. The crisis of faith in the national government response to the bushfire crisis only 
months after being re-elected is an opportunity to explore new ways to bridge the gap between those 
who prioritise dealing with the root cause and those that favour addressing the immediate symptoms. 

For those on the libertarian right, especially in the bush, this is an opportunity to again feel empowered 
and supported to manage the land for a better, safer and more local future. For those on the green left, 
mostly in the city, this is an opportunity to support community owned energy from our own resources 
rather than just hoping that foreign corporations will cover the country with wind turbines and solar 
panels imported from China. For those in the sensible centre, a common sense vision would renew 
faith that we can care for our fellow citizens in the bush, care for the country and make meaningful 
steps to build resilience and address the underlying causes of climate change. Where is the national 
leadership that can grasp this opportunity to bring our country together?

A Permaculture Life

 Care of Earth   Care of People  Fair Share
Everything in this essay is informed by a lifetime lived according to permaculture ethics and design 
PRINCIPLES�¬/UR¬EARLY¬ARTICULATION¬OF¬PERMACULTURE¬IN¬THE¬����S44 recognised forests as a model for 
transformation of agriculture landscapes that would produce abundant food, fibre, fodder, and fuel 
without excessive dependence on fossil fuels and toxins. Careful and persistent management of 
natural forests has always been central to permaculture teaching45 but its adoption by environmentally 
aware Australians has been minimal in a cultural context of the terra nullius mentality. Over decades 
of consultancy work, my suggestion to landholders to carefully thin native forest on their properties 
to enhance ecological and timber values, reduce fire hazard and improve amenity, has mostly been 
greeted by surprise if not scepticism. Tree protection regulations by environmentally progressive 
councils have also prevented clients from implementing such sensible interventions in many cases. 

/N¬THE¬HOME¬FRONT¬AT¬-ELLIODORA46 on the edge of Hepburn Springs we have been developing and 
managing our one hectare for permaculture productivity to support a life of voluntary frugality. 

For thirty years we have been tree planting, track making and animal grazing on adjacent public land to 
enhance ecological functions and amenity. Bushfire protection and rehydration of the landscape have 
been foremost motivations. Last season, our place and wider community were threatened by drought 
and bushfire that revealed both strengths and weaknesses in our efforts.47 

Twenty five years ago we partnered in developing the Fryers Forest Ecovillage on 120 hectares in the 
HEART¬OF¬THE¬BOX¬FORESTS¬NEAR¬#ASTLEMAINE�¬'REENIES¬WITH¬CHAINSAWS¬ACTIVELY¬MANAGING¬NATIVE¬FOREST¬FOR¬
the future is but part of the vision that has become a shared reality for those living there.

!¬SMALL¬STARTUP¬BUSINESS¬'OAT(AND¬IS¬CURRENTLY¬PARTNERING¬WITH¬THE¬(EPBURN¬3HIRE¬IN¬TRIALS¬TO¬
implement some of the ideas flagged in my Bushfire	Resilient	Communities	and	Landscapes	report.48

44¬ -OLLISON¬�¬(OLMGREN¬�����	¬Permaculture One Corgi
45 Often referred to as “Zone 4” in permaculture
46¬ 3EE¬(OLMGREN�¬$¬�����	¬Melliodora:	Hepburn	Permaculture	Gardens,	a	case	study	in	cool	climate	permaculture 

Holmgren Design Services
47 “2EmECTIONS¬ON¬lRE¬n¬&EBRUARY¬����” at holmgren.com.au
48¬ (OLMGREN¬�����	�¬AVAILABLE¬AT¬holmgren.com.au

https://holmgren.com.au/bushfire-resilience/
https://store.holmgren.com.au/product/melliodora/
https://holmgren.com.au/reflections-on-fire-february-2019/
https://holmgren.com.au/bushfire-resilience/
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These and similar small direct actions are emblematic of modest efforts by others to sensitively work 
our home territories in ways that reflect ecological and energetic realities. 

A call to arms: rednecks with rakehoes and greenies with chainsaws
But this essay is also a call to arms for residents already on this path to increase their efforts to take more 
care and responsibility for their own immediate environment, both within and beyond the boundaries 
of white fella land law that bushfire does not respect. For those on rural properties there are a plethora 
of house, garden and farm adaptations that can allow well-prepared households with good gear and 
practised fire plan to stay and defend. It remains to be seen what evidence emerges from research on 
these latest fires but I remain personally committed to the stay and defend strategy based on science and 
a personal commitment to place. In any case, more distant public forest may be a source of ember attack 
but it is still the set of the inner zones around a house and the presence of at least one able-bodied 
person that are the more important factors in determining whether a property is destroyed.��

RetroSuburbia for the masses
If we are living somewhere we believe is not defendable, then, from a permaculture perspective, we 
SHOULD¬QUESTION¬WHETHER¬IT¬IS¬A¬SUSTAINABLE¬PLACE¬TO¬LIVE�¬#ONSIDERATION¬OF¬THESE¬THORNY¬ISSUES¬OVER¬
several decades contributed to my RetroSuburbia50 strategy for in situ adaption to challenging futures. 
For those of us on the urban bushland fringe, once we have our own house and property in order, with 
a well thought out and practised fire plan that prioritises staying and actively defending, there are two 
complementary strategies to enhance our ability to defend our space, minimise load on centralised 
emergency response and recovery teams, and contribute to community rebuilding. 

Self-organised and self-governing use of the commons
The first strategy is to network with neighbours to increase collective capacity and plans.51¬-ANAGEMENT¬
of adjacent public land is a meaningful action that brings together those devastated by thoughts of 
our climate legacy and those focused on action to deal with immediate threats. We should resist 
strident claims that public land is the weakest link in our resilience – managing the Common is a great 
opportunity to recreate the lost art of community self-governance. Rather than asking for permission, 
we should get on with the job, getting the social licence from neighbours and others directly affected 
by what we do, and be less concerned with the legal licence. This is a message I have been giving 
around the country through my “Aussie St” story,52 part of my RetroSuburbia work; a parallel strategy 
to help Australians survive and thrive in the challenging future that is already unfolding.

  Local law reform for public land use: apply self-regulation  
 and accept feedback
These spontaneous actions need to be supported by the reform of local laws that currently prohibit or 
REQUIRE¬PERMITS¬FOR¬EVEN¬THE¬SMALLEST¬MEANINGFUL¬INTERVENTIONS�¬4HUS¬THE¬SECOND¬STRATEGY¬IS¬TO¬LOBBY¬
for local law reform. Local governments should radically reduce their red tape in an act of faith in their 
COMMUNITIES�¬ABILITIES¬TO¬SELFREGULATE¬IN¬THE¬FACE¬OF¬THE¬CLIMATE¬EMERGENCY�

��¬ 3EE¬7EBSTER�¬*¬�����	¬The	Complete	Bushfire	Safety	Book¬�PP¬��n��	¬FOR¬A¬REVIEW¬OF¬THE¬EVIDENCE¬THAT¬THE¬PRESENCE¬OF¬
able-bodied people is by far the most significant factor in determining house survival.

50¬ (OLMGREN�¬$¬�����	¬RetroSuburbia:	the	downshifter’s	guide	to	a	resilient	future�¬-ELLIODORA¬0UBLISHING¬
51¬ 4HE¬#OUNTRY¬&IRE¬!UTHORITY�S¬Community Fireguard groups provides a good starting point
52 Chapter 2 in RetroSuburbia and presentation available to view at holmgren.com.au 

https://store.holmgren.com.au/product/retrosuburbia/
https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/plan-prepare/community-fireguard/
https://holmgren.com.au/david-presents-aussie-st-in-morwell/
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In our local community we have proposed53¬THAT¬BY¬DEFAULT�¬NO¬PERMITS¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬FOR¬ACTION¬ON¬
public land if the following conditions apply:

s¬ THE¬ACTORS¬ARE¬LOCAL¬RESIDENTS¬WORKING¬ON¬LAND¬ADJACENT¬OR¬CLOSE¬TO¬WHERE¬THEY¬LIVE
s¬ THE¬ACTIONS¬ARE¬NOT¬PART¬OF¬A¬FORMAL¬BUSINESS�¬NOR¬GOVERNMENT¬FUNDED¬OR¬BANK¬lNANCED¬
s¬ THE¬ACTIONS¬DO¬NOT¬INVOLVE¬TOXINS¬OR¬MACHINERY¬OF¬GREATER¬THAN¬�K7¬POWER¬
s¬ POTENTIALLY¬AFFECTED¬RESIDENTS¬HAVE¬BEEN¬CONSULTED�¬

Council officers could retrospectively issue a permit with conditions, or prohibit an action, if there 
are either a substantial number of complaints from affected locals and/or there are adverse impacts 
on public infrastructure, environmental values, public safety or amenity that are greater than the 
environmental and resilience benefits from the action.

We need to accept that small adverse impacts are a necessary part of a collective learning process for 
modelling a genuine bottom-up response, which is essential to inform any more formal response and 
support from government. While the case for greater regulation of the actions of global corporations is 
stronger than ever, we need to acknowledge that red tape, and worry about bad outcomes from small 
and local actions in non-monetary economy, are inhibiting the self-organising potential of our nation to 
respond to challenging futures.

In the process, we have a chance of redirecting government responses away from those that simply 
SUPPORT¬MORE¬DISASTER¬RECOVERY¬CAPITALISM¬AND¬THROW¬TAXPAYERS�¬MONEY¬AT¬HARDENING¬OUR¬INFRASTRUCTURE¬
in the false belief we can beat mother nature.

Despite elevated expectations that governments will lead and save us, and a massive baggage of 
dependencies and vulnerabilities, the drought and bushfire crisis has thrown up countless stories about 
the self-organising generosity of spirit, a preparedness to take calculated risks and the ability to think 
and respond to reality as it happens. Those capacities remain our greatest collective assets that we can 
harness to show the world that Australians are not just spoilt brats consuming more than our fair share 
of resources, demanding ready-made solutions, and putting our own greed before the needs of future 
generations.

Regenerating land and community resilience begins with places and people prepared to lead by 
example, modelling the cultural shifts necessary to simultaneous mitigate and adapt to the unfolding 
climate crisis.

Dr David Holmgren 
Co-originator of permaculture 
Melliodora  
January 2020

53 see submissions to Hepburn Shire Council at hepburncommunity.org including my submission 

https://hepburncommunity.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Submission-by-Dr-David-Holmgren.docx.pdf
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